1. AFGHANISTAN (+ASIA)
2. BAHRAIN
3. CYPRUS (+EUR)
4. DJIBOUTI (+AFR)
5. EGYPT (+AFR)
6. IRAN (+ASIA)
7. IRAQ (+ASIA)
8. JORDAN
9. KUWAIT
10. LEBANON
11. LIBYA (+AFR)
12. OMAN
13. QATAR
14. SAUDI ARABIA
15. SOMALIA (+AFR)
16. SUDAN (+AFR)
17. SYRIA
18. TURKEY (+EUR)
19. UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
20. YEMEN

(+AFR): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for Africa
(+ASIA): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for Asia, the Far East and Oceania
(+EUR): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for Europe
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